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Abstract: Mobile Adhoc Network is a dynamic 

infrastructure less autonomous network. Since MANET 

is a decentralized network, the mobile nodes have to 

cooperate with each other to achieve reliable 

communication. Sometimes, the mobile nodes refuge to 

cooperate with other nodes due to its selfishness 

behaviour. The node becomes selfish because of lack of 

resources or maliciousness behaviour. The selfish nodes 

in the route degrade the performance of the network. To 

overcome this, this paper proposes a new routing scheme 

Resource and Link aware secure routing scheme. The 

ultimate goal of proposed scheme is to detect the selfish 

node using Common Neighbor based watchdog 

mechanism. The information about detected selfish node 

is revised to reduce the false positive and false negative 

rate. The path is constructed without selfish node and 

relay node is selected based on link residual life value of 

each link. The proposed routing scheme is evaluated by 

using simulation tool NS-2. 

Keywords: Mobile Adhoc network, Selfish nodes, 

Malicious, Cooperative communication, Watchdog, Link 

Residual Life. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The special kind of wireless, dynamic and autonomous 

network is called Mobile Adhoc network. The MANET is 

primarily used in security sensitive applications such as 

military, tactical etc. So, the MANET requires secure and 

efficient routing scheme.  

 The mobile node in the adhoc network has the 

capability to communicate with the far-away node with the 

help of intermediate nodes. This kind of communication is 

called as cooperative communication. As MANET is a 

decentralized network, each mobile node can be an origin of 

the message or forwarder of the message. Each node should 

cooperate with other nodes for successful data  

communication. The mobile node may behave selfishly due 

to the following reasons: 

 Lack of resources such as memory, power and 

bandwidth 

 Malicious behaviour of nodes by attackers 

The selfish node receives the packet from other nodes 

for forwarding but instead of forwarding packets to the 

intended destination, simply drop the data. The topology of 

the MANET changes dynamically due to the movement of 

the node. Sohail Abbas.et.al (2012) said that, In MANET, a 

new connection may be established between the mobile 

nodes at the same time existing link may be broken. This 

nature of MANET leads to route failure during 

communication. 

 Somnath Sinha1, et.al (2013) present that, the route 

failure during data transmission is resolved by 

reconstructing the route and retransmission of data packets 

through the reconstructed route. Although many existing 

routing protocols consider the security issue of MANET, the 

selfishness behaviour of mobile node is not considered. 

Shailender Gupta et.al (2011) said that, the selfish node may 

drop the packets it received instead of forwarding to its 

successor node or disagree to forward the data packets 

towards destination. The mobile node may drop the packets 

due to the following reasons: 

 Congestion in the network 

 Link failure between the mobile nodes 

 Maliciousness behaviour of mobile nodes 

To overcome these open issues in MANET, we propose 

a new routing scheme which will provide the most reliable 

and selfish node free path. Doaa AbdelMohsen and Tamer 

Abdelkader (2016) said that, the selfishness behaviour of 

MANET is discovered by using Common Neighbour based 

watchdog mechanism. This mechanism generates the 

accurate information about selfish nodes. The reliability of 

path is ensured by considering link residual life while 

selecting next forwarder node. The proposed scheme is 

lightweight and can minimize the false positive and false 

negative rate. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

section II presents the survey of existing routing protocols in 

MANET. The proposed scheme is explained in a detailed 

manner in section III. The route obtained by the simulation 

tool NS2 is presented and discussed in section IV. Section V 

concludes this paper. 

2     LITERATURE REVIEW 

Since the MANET is mainly used for the security 

sensitive application, secure routing protocols are required 

to ensure the end to end reliable communication in MANET. 

Gergely Acs et.al (2006) said that, The attacker can disturb 

the functions of the network simply by attacking the routing 

protocols. So, several secure routing protocols have been 

proposed for MANET by several authors. The survey of 

existing secure routing protocols is presented in this section.  

Uttam Ghosh et.al (2014) proposed Secure and 

Dynamic Routing protocol (SDRP) for MANET. This 

protocol has the capability to confirm the authenticity of all 

the relay or intermediate nodes in a route. It used the 

signatures and Message Authentication Code (MAC) to 

provide authentication for the whole route. Furthermore, 
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SDRP protocol dynamically generates the secret shared key 

between the source and the destination node dynamically. 

This Secret shared key is used to ensure the authentication 

between the source and the destination. So, the number of 

signatures and MAC generated for authentication is reduced 

which will minimize the routing overhead and latency. 

Yuri Ohata et.al (2015) have proposed a secure routing 

protocol using trust values which is called as Ad hoc On-

demand Trusted-path Distance Vector routing protocol (LD-

AOTDV). It will select the reliable path based on the trust 

values calculated based on the history of past behavior. But 

it has one major problem that a nodes with high trust value 

need to transfer abundant amount of packets. So, LD-

AOTDV selects the node which is not used as relay node for 

as much of time. Thus this protocol can distribute the load 

among the relay nodes.  

Sayaka Umeda et.al (2015) proposed Trust Evaluation 

Method Adapted to Node Behavior (TEAB) to estimate the 

trust value with high precision even though a node behavior 

changes dynamically. The trust value is used to ensure the 

path reliability in [4]. The authors have introduced adaptive 

time window. Adaptive time window means the time 

duration for estimating the trust value. The size of time 

window is varies for each neighbor node. By this way, a 

node can calculate the trust value in accurate manner. So, 

the routing protocol used TEAB can choose the secure path. 

Zhongwei Zhang et.al (2008) discussed a solution for 

secure routing in MANET. The fuzzy logic technique is 

used to discover the secure path. The route with high 

security level is selected from all possible paths. The 

security level is estimated from the information about its 

neighbor nodes.  

Enrique Hern et.al (2015), have proposed collaborative 

contact-based watchdog (CoCoWa) watchdog mechanism to 

detect the selfish nodes in MANET. In this scheme, the 

successful detection of selfish nodes is considered as 

positive event and the node is discovered as unselfish node 

is considered as negative event. The information about 

selfish node is broadcasted if any new node enters into the 

communication range. Each node has the information about 

its neighbor nodes by diffusing the information about selfish 

node. 

Among these reviewed secure routing protocols, most 

of the routing protocols provide the authentication by 

signature or MAC suggested by Yongwei Wang (2008). It 

will cause excess overhead in the network. As the 

cooperative communication is a key of MANET 

communication, we have to ensure the cooperation among 

the relay nodes in the route. To achieve this, this paper 

proposes a new routing scheme to detect the selfish node 

free path. 

3    PROPOSED METHOD 

The MANET communication is a cooperative 

communication when the intended destination is in the out 

of range of source node. The source node needs the support 

of intermediate nodes to transmit the data packets to 

destination successfully. The mobile nodes in the MANET 

are resource constrained one. So, sometimes they refuge to 

forward the data packets. This kind of nodes is called as 

selfish nodes.  

 M.Madhumathi and S. Sindhuja (2015) said that, 

the selfish node refute packet forwarding due to lack of 

resources or maliciousness behaviour.  So, the selfish nodes 

neither participate in the process of route discovery nor 

forward the data packets to the destination. The selfish node 

drop all the packets received for forwarding. The presence 

of selfish node in the discovered route leads to unreliable 

communication. The selfishness behaviour of nodes is 

detected by network monitoring via watchdog.   

J.Vijithanand, K.Sreerama Murthy (2012) found that, the 

watchdog mechanism preloaded in the mobile node involves 

monitoring the packet inflow and outflow of its neighbour 

nodes. The ratio between the number of packets received 

and the number of packets being forwarded is calculated to 

discover the node‟s selfishness behaviour. Dinesh, Ajay 

Kumar, Jatinder Singh (2014) suggest that, the local watch 

dog mechanism is enough to discover whether the node is 

behaving selfishly or not. The use of local watchdog 

mechanism alone will leads to high false positive and false 

negative rate. So, we cannot detect the selfish nodes with 

high precision. The dissemination of information about the 

detection of selfish nodes leads to high overhead. To 

overcome this, we are using common neighbour based 

watchdog mechanism in our proposed routing scheme. 

 The ultimate goal of this paper is to detect the 

selfish node free path with low routing overhead. The 

Resource and Link aware secure routing scheme is proposed 

to achieve this goal. The process of proposed scheme is 

described in Figure.1 and the process is mainly divided into 

following two modules: 

 Selfish node detection 

 Route discovery 

 
Figure 1 Block diagram of Resource and Link aware secure 

routing scheme 

 

3.1. SELFISH NODE DETECTION 

In this paper, the selfish node in the network is detected 

by using Common Neighbour based Watchdog (CNW) 

mechanism. In this mechanism, each mobile node is 

preloaded with watchdog mechanism. So, each node can 

have the capability to monitor the packet reception and 

transmission of its neighbours. The ratio between the 

number of packets received and number of packets being 

transmitted is calculated to detect the selfish node. Common 

Neighbour based watchdog mechanism consists of 3 

modules. They are, 

1. Watchdog module 

2. Dissemination module 

3. Update module   
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3.1.1. WATCHDOG MODULE 

This module has two main functions: selfish node 

identification and detect the arrival of new node. The 

watchdog mechanism in a node can generate three events: 

Selfish event, Unselfish event and No information event. If 

the watchdog detects that a particular node is a selfish node, 

it will generate the Selfish event. When the watchdog 

detects that a node is not a selfish node, it generates the 

Unselfish event. If the watchdog does not have the adequate 

information about a node, it will generate the No 

information event. Due to the dynamic nature of MANET, a 

node cannot overhear the transmission and reception of new 

node which is not staying enough amount of time inside the 

communication range. In this context watchdog generate the 

No information event.   

In our proposed scheme watchdog preloaded in each node 

monitors its neighbor nodes as shown in Figure.1. When a 

watchdog node eavesdrop the packet from a new node, the 

arrival of new node can be detected. The communications of 

a new node is eavesdropped and send the information to the 

dissemination module. 

3.1.2. DISSEMINATION MODULE 

In this context, Dissemination meant that spreading the 

information about the selfish nodes in the network. This 

module also has two functions: sending and receiving the 

Selfish and Unselfish events. The detection of Selfish event 

is transmitted with the low cost when the number of selfish 

nodes in the network is lower than the total number of nodes 

in the network. But the transmission of Selfish event only 

leads to high false positive rate. Hence transmission of 

Unselfish event is indispensable to counterbalance the false 

positive rate. Transmission of all Unselfish event leads to 

message overhead or increase the false negative rate. To 

overcome this, CNW mechanism introduces the Unselfish 

event dissemination factor. This factor defines the number 

of Unselfish event that are actually transmitted. This factor 

value is lies between 0 and 1. Zero indicates that no 

Unselfish event is transmitted where as one indicates that all 

unselfish events are transmitted. Whenever the 

dissemination module receives the new node detection from 

the watchdog module the dissemination module transmits 

the message about all Selfish and Unselfish event detection.  

 

3.1.3. UPDATE MODULE 

As we have discussed already our watchdog mechanism 

generates 3 events such as Selfish, Unselfish and No 

Information event. When the node is detected as Selfish 

node, Our CNW generates Selfish event. The Unselfish 

event is generated when the node is detected as Unselfish 

node. Otherwise, CNW generates the No Information event. 

These events are generated according to the information 

provided by local watchdog module (direct information 

from watchdog) or information from dissemination module 

(indirect information from other nodes). These three events 

are used to define the state of a node. The sate of a node is 

updated according to the event it receives. Each and every 

node has a reputation value R  and reputation value is 

updated according to the event occurs. Based on this 

reputation value, the state of a node will be updated. 

The reputation value is incremented when the Selfish event 

occurs where as the Unselfish event decrements the 

reputation value.  

The status of the node is changed based on the threshold 

value.  

 If the existing reputation value is greater than or 

equal to the threshold, the status is changed to 

Selfish.  

 If the existing reputation value is lesser than the 

threshold value, the status of the node is changed 

into Unselfish. 

The update module in our CNW mechanism reduces the 

speedy dissemination of false positive and false negatives. 

As the assessment about the selfish node is based on the 

latest information, the precision of the information about the 

selfish node is high. 

3.2. ROUTE DISCOVERY 

 

Each node has the states of its neighbors such as Selfish, 

Unselfish and No Information state. The selfish node free 

path is constructed by avoiding selfish node in the route 

discovery process. The source node selects the relay node 

from the list of unselfish node based on the value of link 

residual life. The route discovery process is expressed in 

Algorithm 1. 

Input: - Neighbor list ( NLi ), Selfish Node list ( SLi ), 

Source node ( Sn ), Destination node ( Dn ) 

Output: - Reliable route  jiR ,  

rn Sn  

dist(i,j)Euclidean distance between node i and j 

lrl(i,j)residual life of link between node i and j 

pathlist 

proc Path_Discovery 

While (rn! = Dn ) 

List_lrl List 

For each nn in  NLrn  

If nn is not in SLrn   then 

Append lrl(nn,rn) with List_lrl 

End for 

SList_lrl Sorted list (List_lrl) in the descending order 

Max_lrlfirst element in the list SList_lrl 

For each nn in  NLrn  

If lrl(nn,rn)==max_lrl then 

Append nn with list path 

End for 

End while 

End proc 

Return path 

Each node can overhear the communication of nodes inside 

the communication range. These nodes are called as 

neighbour nodes ( NLi ). The Euclidean distance between the 

pair of nodes i and j is denoted by dist (i,j).The distance is 

varied due to the dynamic nature of MANET. The time 

during that a node i can be available inside the 

communication range of node j is called as residual life of 

link. The residual life of link is denoted by lrl(i,j) and 

calculated in the following way:  

To compute residual life time of a link first we have to find 

out distance between nodes and its relative velocity. 

Consider a link A-B, 

D=Distance between nodes A and B. Let the (x1, y1) be the 

co-ordinate of node A and (x2, y2) be the co-ordinate of 

node B. Then, the distance is calculated by using the 

following formula 

    







 YYXX 12

2
12

2

 
R=Communication range 

The relative velocity is given by the following formula.  

V BV AV 

 Residual life time of the link is   VdRT 
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Path discovery procedure in Algorithm1 is used to discover 

the reliable path free from selfish node. The source node 

checks whether the destination is in its neighbor list. If the 

destination is in its neighbor list, it will send its data 

directly. Otherwise, the source node send the route request 

to the Unselfish nodes in the Neighbor list and the link 

residual life is calculated. The node with high link residual 

life will send the route reply back to the source node. The 

node with high link residual life is selected as a relay node. 

This process is continuing until reach the destination node. 

When it detects the destination node, it will return the path. 

The source node uses this reliable path to transmit its data 

packets to the destination node. 

4    PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We conduct a series of experiments by varying the speed of 

the mobile nodes, varying the size of the packet to be 

transmitted and varying the data transmission interval.  

4.1 SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

The NS2 Simulator is mainly used in the research field of 

networks and communication. The NS2 is a discrete event 

time driven simulator which is used to evaluate the 

performance of the network. Two languages such as C++, 

OTCL (Object Oriented Tool Command Language) are used 

in NS2. The C++ is act as back end and OTCL is used as 

front end. The X-graph is used to plot the graph.  

 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Parameter Value 

Simulation time 20ms 

Simulation area 1500×1000m 

Number of nodes 10,20,30…,100 

Mobility Speed 10,20,30,40m/ms 

Path loss model TwoRay Ground 

Channel bandwidth           2Mbps 

MAC protocol  802.11 

Transmission range 250m  

Traffic model CBR 

Simulation time 20ms 

Simulation area 1500×1000m 

 

4.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 
The performance evaluated by using the network parameter 

Throughput, Detection time, Diffusion Time, False Negative 

Rate and False Positive Rate. 

 

(A) Detection Time 

The time taken by our watchdog mechanism o detect the 

selfish nodes in the network is called as detection time. 

Figure.2 shows the graph for detection time for various 

numbers of nodes in the network. Increase in detection time 

indicates reduces the fast spreading false positive event in 

the network. In this paper, we use CNW mechanism to 

detect the selfish nodes in the network. The detection time 

for CNW mechanism is higher than the detection time for 

existing CoCoWa mechanism as shown in figure.2. At the 

same time, the detection time is decreased when the number 

of nodes in the network is increased because of each node 

act as a watchdog node to detect the selfishness behavior of 

its neighbor nodes.  

 
Figure 2 Comparison analysis of detection time for various 

total numbers of nodes in the network 

The detection time is calculated for various maliciousness 

probabilities of nodes and plotted as graph in figure.3. The 

graph shows that, the detection time is directly proportional 

to the maliciousness probability. Figure.3 shows that the 

detection time for our proposed scheme when increasing the 

maliciousness probability of nodes is higher than the 

detection time for the existing scheme. This will reduce the 

false positive rate. 

 

 
Figure 3 Comparison analysis of detection time for different 

maliciousness probability of nodes 

(B) Diffusion Time 

The time required by a node to disseminate the information 

about selfish nodes in the network is called as diffusion 

time. The graph for diffusion time Vs maliciousness 

probability is shown in figure.4. The diffusion time 

increases gradually as the maliciousness probability of 

nodes get increased. The diffusion time for our proposed 

scheme is high when compared with the existing scheme. 

Higher the diffusion time will lower the false positive rate. 

 
Figure 4 Comparison analysis of diffusion time for different 

maliciousness probability of nodes 

(C) False Positive Rate 

It is the ratio between the number of normal nodes wrongly 

detected as a selfish node and the total number of selfish 

nodes in the network. The False Positive Rate of proposed 

scheme is low when compared with the existing scheme as 

shown in figure.5. The False Positive Rate is high when the 

diffusion time is low. On the other hand, the False Positive 

Rate is low when the detection time is high. 
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Figure 5 Comparison analysis of False Positive Rate during 

simulation time 

 
Figure 6 Comparison analysis of false negative rate during 

simulation time 

(D)False Negative Rate 

The False Negative Rate is the ratio between the number of 

selfish nodes not detected by our watchdog mechanism and 

the total number of selfish nodes in the network. The 

comparison analysis of False Negative Rate is displayed in 

figure.6. The false negative rate for our proposed scheme is 

low because of each node disseminates the information 

about Selfish as well as Unselfish event for high precision in 

detection. 

 
Figure 7 Comparison analysis of Throughput during 

simulation time 

(E)Throughput 

Throughput is defined as amount of work done per unit 

time. In our context, Throughput is the number of packets 

transmitted successfully per unit time. It is described in the 

following formula: 

Timeperiod

eliveredofpacketsdNo
Throughput

.


 
Throughput is the important parameter to evaluate the whole 

performance of the network. Figure.7 shows the comparison 

graph of throughput for existing scheme CoCoWa and 

proposed scheme CNW. The throughput is getting increased 

as simulation time increased because of total number of 

packets received is increased as the simulation time 

increased. From the graph in figure.7, we come to know that 

our proposed scheme achieves high throughput than the 

existing scheme because we are transmitting data packets 

through selfish node free path. 

5    CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a new routing scheme called Resource 

and Link aware secure routing scheme to discover selfish 

node free path. The selfish node in the network is detected 

by using Common Neighbor based watchdog mechanism. 

This mechanism provides the result with minimum false 

positive and false negative rate by continually revising the 

information about selfish nodes. The link residual life 

parameter is estimated to select the reliable path which 

reduces the retransmission due to link failure. The 

simulation results show that the proposed scheme construct 

most reliable path in accordance to the evaluation parameter 

such as throughput, delay and packet delivery ratio. 
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